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1 Responsible Area 

1.1 Governance, Risk and Compliance Executive Board. 

2 Scope 

2.1 This Policy applies to BB Seguridade Participações S.A. (“BB Seguridade” or “Company”) 

and its subsidiaries BB Seguros Participações S.A. (“BB Seguros”), BB Cor Participações 

S.A. (“BB Cor”) and BB Corretora de Seguros e Administradora de Bens S.A. (“BB 

Corretora”). 

3 Regulation 

3.1 Law 6,404, December 15, 1976. 

3.2 Law 13,303, June 30, 2016. 

4  Review Frequency  

4.1 This Policy shall be reviewed annually or, extraordinarily, at any time, and submitted to 

the Board of Directors for approval. 

5 Introduction  

5.1 This Policy aims to establish the guidelines related to corporate governance practices 

adopted by BB Seguridade and its Subsidiaries, comprising the relationship with its 

Affiliates, according to the law, the applicable regulation, the existing corporate 

documents and good practices of Corporate Governance. 

Definitions  

5.2 For the purposes of this Policy, the following definitions apply: 

5.2.1 Governance Bodies: structures established to promote maximum alignment between 

the company's management (agents) and the interests of shareholders (main ones): 

Shareholders Meeting, Board of Directors, Fiscal Council, Audit Committee, 

Independent Audit, Internal Audit, Technical Committees and Executive Board. 

5.2.2 Shareholders Meeting: it is the body of direct participation by which the shareholders 

address the major decisions of the company. 
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5.2.3 Board of Directors: it is the collegiate body in charge of the company's decision-

making process regarding its strategic direction. The board plays the role of guardian 

of the principles, values, business purpose and company’s governance system. 

5.2.4 Fiscal Council: it is part of the company’s governance system. It may be permanent or 

not, as set out in the by-laws. It represents an independent monitoring mechanism of 

actions of managers to report to shareholders, installed by decision of the shareholders 

meeting, whose aim is to preserve the value of the company. 

5.2.5 Audit Committee: it is the advisory body to the Board of Directors, to assist in the 

control over the quality of financial statements and internal controls, aiming at 

reliability and integrity of information to protect the company and all stakeholders. 

5.2.6 Independent Audit: the primary responsibility of the independent auditor is to issue, 

subject to the applicable regulation, opinion on whether the financial statements 

prepared by management fairly represent, in all material respects, the equity and 

financial position of the company. 

5.2.7 Internal Audit: it has the responsibility to monitor, evaluate and carry out 

recommendations to improve the internal controls and the rules and procedures 

established by Administration. 

5.2.8 Technical Committees: they are bodies, statutory or not, that advise the Board of 

Directors. Its existence does not imply the delegation of responsibilities that compete 

to the Board of Directors and its recommendations do not bind the Board of Directors’ 

resolutions. 

5.2.9 Executive Board: it is the body responsible for managing the company, whose main 

aim is that the company accomplishes its business purpose and its social function, as 

well as the implementation of the strategy and general guidelines approved by the 

Board of Directors. 

5.2.10 Bylaws: it is the contract that, complementing laws, rules and establishes the form of 

the company's operation and helps to give transparency to the company's governance 

system and to build trust in relations with all relevant stakeholders. 

5.2.11 Internal Regulation: it regulates the operation of governance bodies and serves as a 

formal instrument of the body’s operating processes, and also contributes to the 

strengthening of corporate governance practices. 

5.2.12 Corporate Governance: it is the system by which companies and other organizations 

are directed, monitored and encouraged, involving relationships between 

shareholders, Board of Directors, Executive Board, supervision and control bodies and 

other stakeholders. 

5.2.13 Affiliates: under Article 243 of Law 6,404, are equity interests in companies when one 

participates with 10% (ten percent) or more of the capital of the other, without 

controlling it. 
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5.2.14 Subsidiaries: companies whose shareholding control is directly or indirectly held by 

BB Seguridade. 

5.2.15 Stakeholders: it comprises all entities involved in the business or operations of the 

company: shareholders, customers, suppliers, internal public, public authorities, the 

community and the environment. 

5.2.16 Sustainability: it is the maintenance of business in the short, medium and long term, 

to deliver continual value to stakeholders. 

5.2.17 Transparency: it is the desire to make available to stakeholders the information that 

is of their interest and not just those imposed by applicable law or regulations. 

5.2.18 Fairness: it is the fair and isonomic treatment of all shareholders and other 

stakeholders, taking into account their rights, duties, needs, interests and expectations. 

5.2.19 Accountability: it is the provision, by the agents of governance, of accounts of their 

actions, in a clear, concise, understandable and timely way, fully assuming the 

consequences of acts and omissions and acting with diligence and responsibility within 

their roles. 

5.2.20 Corporate Responsibility: it is the care for economic and financial feasibility of 

companies, reducing the negative externalities of its business and operations and 

increasing the positive ones, taking into account in its business model the various 

capital (financial, manufactured, intellectual, human, social, environmental, 

reputational, etc.) in the short, medium and long term. 

6 Guidelines 

6.1 We adopt good practices in corporate governance and the basic principles of 

transparency, fairness, accountability and corporate responsibility in managing the 

Company and its Subsidiaries. 

6.2 We formalize the corporate governance practices, evaluate their effectiveness and 

monitor their observance. 

6.3 We recognize that the use of good practices in corporate governance in the Company 

and its Subsidiaries, as well as in the Affiliates, generates sustainable value to 

shareholders and other stakeholders, respecting the defined risk parameters. 

6.4 We adopt the principles of transparency in all business transactions, including prices, 

terms and usual market rates, regarding the law, Company’s internal regulations and 

policies and the interests of shareholders and other stakeholders. 
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6.5 We operate in compliance with applicable law and regulations and conduct business in 

accordance with the business purpose of the Company and its Subsidiaries, caring and 

making efforts in strategic and relevant business, to optimize the equity of shareholders 

and preserve Company’s reputation and sustainability. 

6.6 We approve and periodically review, in the Company’s Board of Directors, the Corporate 

Policies that define guidelines, prohibitions and delimit the actions of the Management. 

6.7 We have a department responsible for investors relations and disclosure of relevant 

information to the market in accordance with the regulations issued by the Brazilian 

Securities Commission and we maintain relationship with our investors and other 

stakeholders. 

6.8 We provide objective, reliable, timely and homogeneous corporate information to the 

market, in line with legal requirements, to allow the best investment decision. 

6.9 We formalize our skills and decision approval hierarchy in corporate documents and 

internal norms and we respect the principle of segregation of duties, mitigating 

enterprise risks. 

6.10 We formalize the Company's processes and we define performance indicators adherent 

to its long-term strategy and to the compensation models of the managers, increasing 

the predictability of achieving business goals. 

6.11 We established the Fiscal Council in the Company and in its Subsidiaries, which operate 

permanently and in accordance with the law and their bylaws. 

6.12 We established the Audit Committee in the Company, with direct reporting to the Board 

of Directors and permanent operation, whose duties are contained in the bylaws and in 

its internal regulation. 

6.13 We compensate executives in accordance with parameters that enable its attraction, 

motivation, retention and alignment with the Company's interests. 

6.14 We adopt collegiate decision-making process, in the definition of strategies and approval 

of proposals for the different business deals and strategic investments, in order to 

reduce business risks. To ensure agility, quality and safety to decision-making, 

Management uses technical opinion from expert areas of the Company and its Technical 

Committees and formally registers the decisions. 

6.15 We encourage the adoption of good practices in management and Corporate Governance 

by the Company, its Subsidiaries, as well as by its Affiliates, and operation adherent to 

ethical and socially responsible principles, reflected in their code of ethics and code of 

conduct. 

6.16 We care for the fair and equitable treatment to all shareholders of the Company and its 

Affiliates and its alignment with the other stakeholders. 
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6.17 We contribute to the development and sustainability of the Company, its Subsidiaries 

and Affiliates, through proactive participation in their governance bodies and 

cooperative relationship with their Executive Boards. 

6.18 We celebrate and fulfill corporate agreements signed with the partners of each Affiliate. 

6.19 We recognize and encourage the autonomy of the Company, its Subsidiaries and 

Affiliates in the execution of its operational management. 

6.20 We care for that Corporate Governance agents provide accountability of its actions, be 

assessed and account for all acts performed in the exercise of their mandates. 

6.21 We encourage the search for maturity in the Corporate Governance of the Company, its 

Subsidiaries and Affiliates, aiming to improve the process of accountability, ensuring 

transparency in their relationships and the fulfillment of their corporate documents and 

the decisions of their Governance Bodies. 

6.22 We operate permanently together with the Affiliates and partners in order to optimize 

capital management of these companies, looking for the best return over the invested 

capital. 

6.23 We promote the best possible alignment between the Strategic Planning of the Affiliates 

and the Strategic Planning of BB Seguridade and its Subsidiaries, always looking for 

guiding our representatives in governance bodies in this direction, providing them with 

subsidies for agreement with the representatives of our partners. 

6.24 We acknowledge the intrinsic responsibility, leadership capacity and independence of 

the members of the Board of Directors of the Company and its Affiliates. 

6.25 We appoint candidates to serve on the Boards of Directors, Fiscal Councils, Audit 

Committees and Technical Committees who demonstrate, beyond alignment with the 

values and principles of the Company, expertise, experience and unblemished 

reputation, as well as ability to act diligently and independently. 

6.26 We care for that, once elected, the members appointed in governance bodies have 

responsibility to the company in which they are in charge, regardless of the partner, 

shareholder group, manager or stakeholder that has appointed him to the position. 

6.27 We appoint members for the Governance Bodies of the Affiliates, in accordance with the 

corporate documents. 

6.27.1 Our appointments meet the criteria for selection and appointment of members of 

Corporate Governance Bodies of the Subsidiaries and Affiliates ("Selection Criteria"), 

which set out the appointment guidelines for integrating the Board of Directors, Audit 

Committee, Fiscal Council, Executive Board and Technical Committees. 
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6.27.2 In order to respect the coherence between the Selection Criteria for members of 

Corporate Governance Bodies of the Company and its Subsidiaries with the Selection 

Criteria for members of Governance Bodies of its Affiliates, BB Seguridade adopts, in 

the formulation of the Selection Criteria, the requirements and impediments to the 

person appointed to management positions (Board of Directors and Executive Board) 

set out in Article 17 of Law 13,303, June 30, 2016 ("State-controlled companies general 

Law"). 

6.28 We monitor the activities of the Executive Board of the Company, its Subsidiaries and 

Affiliates and their management in different perspectives – economic, financial, 

marketing, regulatory, administrative, operational, risk and corporate –, through 

analysis of data periodically made available and specific information requested by our 

representatives in Governance Bodies, in order to offer expert advice to members of 

Governance Bodies and enable a comprehensive and reliable view by the Company. 

7 Responsibilities 

7.1 The Governance Executive Management, linked to Governance, Risk and Compliance 

Executive Board, is responsible for: 

7.1.1 Manage the process of corporate interest management related to BB Seguridade’s 

Affiliates. 

7.2 The Executive Secretariat of BB Seguridade is responsible for: 

7.2.1 Support the process of corporate interest management related to BB Seguridade’s 

Subsidiaries. 

7.2.2 Support the members of the Board of Directors, Fiscal Council, and Technical 

Committees of the Company and its Subsidiaries in the performance of their duties. 

7.2.3 Elaborate, draw up in proper book, record and publish into the relevant bodies the 

meeting minutes of the Governance Bodies, according to the applicable law and 

regulations. 

8 Final Statements 

8.1 Omissions in the Governance Policy shall be submitted for approval to the Board of 

Directors. 


